
Good Statements From Good State-folks   

 

1…..”If everyone is moving forward together, then success takes care of itself.”. A. Lincoln 

2…..”Team, coming together is a beginning, keeping together is progress, working together is 

success.” – Henry Ford  

3…..”Teamwork makes the dream work” – Bang Gae (Hip Hop Artist)  

4…..”Taking responsibility is a commitment to own your life, to self-leadership, growth and 

freedom.” – Christopher Avery (Linkedln)  

5…..”Responsibility is accepting that you are the cause and the solution of the matter.” -UNKN  

6…..”The only way to prove that you’re a good sport is to lose.” – Ernie Banks 

7…..”no one is more hated than a person who speaks the truth.” – Plato  

             (but what is really truth these days) 

 

Quotes To Live By 

 

1…..”Ture patriotism doesn’t exclude an understanding of the patriotism of others.” -QEII 

2…..”Let us not love with words or tongue, but with actions and in truth.” – Apostle John 

3…..”You learn something every day if you pay attention.” – Ray LeBlond 

4…..”leadership, like life, is largely a matter of paying attention.” UNK 

5…..”you can’t fulfill your calling in your comfort zone!” – Steven Furtick (Baptist Pastor)  

6…..”give me a condor’s quill, and Vesuvius’ crater for an inkstand!” – Herman Melville 

7…..”Sometimes you never know the value of a moment until it is a memory.” Dr. Seuss 

8…..”Never travel faster than your guardian angel can fly.” – Mother Teresa 

9…..”Be there for others, but never leave yourself behind.” – Dodinsky  (Author)  

10….”In order to be effective, be responsive.  In order to be responsive, Listen.” – Sharon Weil  

                (author and Somatic Educator)  

 

Irony Thoughts 

 

1…..Don’t iron a four-leaf clover, you might press your luck.  

  

HUMMMMM Quotes 

 

1…..”The only mystery in life, why did the Kamikaze pilots wear helmets.” – Al McGuire 

2,,,,,”The difference between stupidity and genius, genius has its limits.” – Albert Einstein 

3…..”Have you noticed that all the people in favor of birth control, are already born.” Benny Hill 

4…..”My opinions may have changed, but not the fact that I am always right.” – A. Brilliant  

5…..”If you can’t explain it simply, you don’t understand it well enough.” – A. Einstein  

6…..”A man’s character may be learned from the adjectives which he habitually uses in 

conversation.” – Mark Twain 

Right On Quotes 

 

1…..”War is God’s way of teaching Americans geography.” – Ambrose Bierce (American Poet) 

2…..”It would be nice to spend billions on schools and roads, but right now that money is 

desperately needed for political ads.” Andy Borowitz 

3…..”As a child my family’s menu consisted of two choices: take it or leave it.” -  B. Hackett 

4…..”if you live past 100, you’ve got it made, few people die past 100.” – Georges Burns 



5…..”Integrity is doing the right thing, even when no one is watching.” – C. S. Lewis 

6…..”Success is the result of perfection, hard work, learning for failure, loyalty, and 

persistence.” – Colin Powell 

 

Bet You didn’t know 

 

1…..Apples, not caffeine, are more efficient at waking you up in the morning (note Bob)  

2…..People do not get sick from cold weather, it’s from being indoors more.   

3…..When you sneeze, all bodily functions stop, even your heart.  (God Bless You!!!)  

4…..Babies are born without knee caps.  They show up when they are 2 to 6 years old.   

5…..The toothbrush was invented in 1498.   

6…..The housefly lives for one month.   

7…..A coat hanger is 44 inches long when straightened.   

8…..Michael Jackson owns the rights to the South Carolina State Anthem.   

9…..The first Harley Davidson motorcycle built in 1903 used a tomato can for a carburetor.   

10….Umbilical cords are used in vein transplant surgeries.   
 

Benjamin Franklin – 1/17/1706 – 4/17/1790  

 

Some interesting tidbits about him.  His first marriage was “common law”. Due to kite 

experiment he invented the lightning rod.  He charted the Gulf Stream.  He was a Vegetarian. 

First in America to print the word “Tofu”.   He only had two years of formal education. Franklin 

became a hit writer as a teenager. He spent half his life in unofficial retirement. Franklin 

designed a musical instrument used by Mozart and Beethoven. – The “glass armonica” which 

some think is cursed.   He was a reluctant revolutionary.  Franklin created a phonetic alphabet. 

His son was a British loyalist. Franklin was a fashion icon in France.  He spent his later years as 

an abolitionist. (he did own as many as 7 slaves)  Franklin left Boston and Philadelphia an 

unusual gift in his will. He’s a member of the International Swimming Hall of Fame. 
 


